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1. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in this (re)insurance, it is hereby agreed that this 

(re)insurance excludes absolutely all Communicable Disease Loss, save where the conditions of the Infected 

Individual Exception are met. 

2.1 “Communicable Disease Loss” shall mean all loss, damage, liability, or expense of whatsoever nature, 

proximately caused by or significantly caused by or contributed to by or resulting from or arising out of or in 

connection with any of the Excluded Circumstances, those Circumstances being  

a) a Communicable Disease, and/or  

b) the fear or threat, whether actual or perceived, of a Communicable Disease, and/or  

c) any recommendation, decision or measure, made or taken to restrict, prevent, reduce or slow the spread of 

infection of a Communicable Disease or to remove or minimise legal liability in respect of such a disease, 

whether made or taken by a public authority or a private entity and/or 

d) any recommendation, decision or measure made or taken to alter, reverse or remove any circumstance 

falling within (c) above, whether made or taken by a public authority or a private entity  

regardless of any other cause or circumstance contributing concurrently or in any other sequence thereto.   

2.2  Without prejudice to the effect of Clauses 2.1 (a), (b) and (d), recommendations, decisions and measures 

by whomsoever taken to tie-up, lay-up or maintain at anchor, in port or elsewhere, any vessel, conveyance, rig 

or platform pending resumption of cruising, operation, trading, cargo loading or discharge or other customary 

use shall not constitute Excluded Circumstances, notwithstanding they or any of them may have been taken for 

the reasons set out in 2.1 (c) above.      

2.3    Without prejudice to the effect of Clauses 2.1 (a), (b) and (d) for the purposes of a loss event first 

affecting a vessel, conveyance, rig or platform during a voyage undertaken as a consequence of a diversion, a 

prior recommendation, decision or measure by whomsoever taken to divert that vessel from an earlier loading or 

discharge or other destination shall not constitute an Excluded Circumstance solely by reason of that diversion 

having been made for the reasons set out in 2.1 (c) above.          

2.4  Without prejudice to the effect of Clauses 2.1 (a), (b) and (d), where loss, damage or liability have first 

been incurred in circumstances which are not excluded under 2.1 (a) to (d) above, increased expense or 

increased liability for expense shall not be excluded notwithstanding that increase may have been incurred for 

the reasons set out in 2.1(c) above.          

3. “Communicable Disease” shall mean any disease, known or unknown, which can be transmitted by means 

of any substance or agent from one organism to another where: 



 

 

 

 

a) the substance or agent includes but is not limited to a virus, bacterium, parasite or other organism or any 

variation or mutation of any of the foregoing, whether deemed living or not, and 

b) the method of transmission, whether direct or indirect, includes but is not limited to human touch or 

contact, airborne transmission, bodily fluid transmission, transmission to or from or via any solid object or 

surface or liquid or gas and  

c) the disease, substance or agent may, acting alone or in conjunction with other co-morbidities, conditions, 

genetic susceptibilities, or with the human immune system, cause death, illness or bodily harm or temporarily or 

permanently impair human physical or mental health or adversely affect the value of or safe use of property of 

any kind.  

4.1 The Infected Individual Exception shall apply where (1) the actions or decisions of any individual infected 

or allegedly infected with a Communicable Disease cause or contribute to an alleged loss event and (2) neither 

such action nor decision nor the alleged cause of the loss event itself was a recommendation, decision or 

measure as defined in 2.1 (c) or 2.1 (d) above.  

4.2 Where those conditions are met, the fact or possibility that the individual’s action(s) or decision(s) were 

impaired or affected by or caused by that individual’s alleged or actual infection shall not exclude recovery of a 

Loss otherwise recoverable hereon provided always that there shall be no cover for loss, damage, liability, or 

expense arising from any increase in the spread, incidence, severity or recurrence of a Communicable Disease 

or from any Circumstance as defined in Clause 2.1 (c) or (d)  consequent on that individual’s actions or 

decisions.  

4.3  For the purposes of this Exception, the Infected Individual need not be physically present on or in an 

interest affected by the loss event, provided that his or her actions or decisions causing or contributing to the 

loss event and affecting that interest, directly or indirectly, were of a kind which, when not impaired or affected, 

would fall within the ordinary course of his or her employment.   

5.   Loss, damage, liability and expense arising solely out of a loss event otherwise reinsured under this 

(re)insurance and not excluded thereby nor excluded pursuant to this Clause remain covered in accordance with 

the terms and conditions thereof.    
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